
TERROIRS	   Fonteny lies along the extension of  the band of  grand crus on the south side of  the village after 
Mazis-Chambertin and below the Ruchottes-Chambertin. This parcel is situated in the best part of  
the vineyard, on a slope facing east, benefiting from a special microclimate and a hard limestone 
bedrock with little topsoil. 

FARMING	   Fruit sourced by Pascal Marchand. Pascal and Moray only work with like-minded growers with 
whom they have longstanding relationships. The fruit is generally sourced from quality vines that are 
at least 35 years old from the finest terroirs. Many (but not all) of  these vines are farmed organically 
or biodynamically. Every vineyard is immaculately kept by hand, from the canopy management and 
pruning to the harvest. 

GRAPE	  VARIETALS	   100% Pinot Noir 

VINE	  AGE	   35 years on average 

AVERAGE	  YIELD	   28 hectoliters per hectare 

WINEMAKING	   After the harvest, the team sorts through the crop vigorously, often giving up 10 percent to ensure 
that only the finest quality fruit reaches the fermentation tanks. The grapes are 100% de-stemmed, 
followed by a short, cold maceration. Alcoholic fermentation includes two daily punch-downs, then 
short pump-overs during maceration for gentle extraction before a gentle pressing. Total vatting 
time: 21 days. Aging lasts for 18 months in French oak barrels (30% new with a long, soft toast from 
the Allier forest), including one racking before an unfined and unfiltered bottling. All aging 
operations are carried out according to the lunar calendar based on biodynamic principles. 

TASTING	  NOTES	   Fontenys’ limestone bedrock terroir infuses every aspect of  this wine from its nose to its texture. 
Wild red berries, soft spices and subtle notes of  violet abound! Fine-grained tannins frame a fresh, 
medium-bodied palate with a classic and understated finish. 

ANNUAL	  PRODUCTION	   1,298 bottles or 108 cases 


